
December 18:

The character battle is over!  Ok I know I said a Schnoz thing would be next but seeing as a certain Trump card has
been impeached (of course we all know I am only speaking of the sprite) I may have to do at least one new Trumped
soon.

December 15:

I saw today was the one year anniversary of the end of the 2018 character battle so I figured I should make this
comic to have you guys vote in the final round of the 2019 one.

December 4:

Happy Holidays Eve everyone!  As such the Holidays Outline and thus the Holidays page have been updated to fix
the Delibird issue and to adjust the possible team choices to reflect the 8th generation of Pokémon.  Happy Holidays!

December 3:

We're down to the final four in the character battle! Be sure to vote for the top 2!

December 1:

Cleaned up the front page a little bit oh yeah and the character battle continues so why don't you go and vote in it.
Also don't forget to follow @asscstudios on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter!

November 28:

This comic would have been out Tuesday however I kept messing up making it.  Like royally.  So after my third
attempt today alone I just went with the simplest way.  Oh well. Don't forget to vote in the character battle.  Oh yeah
and for sure don't forget to follow @asscstudios on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter!

November 24:

As seen in this sprite comic the 2019 Character Battle has begun.  Vote here!

November 3

With this new ASSC Studios there will be one left after it before the 2018 character battle finally starts.  Stay tuned.

October 26

A new ASSC Studios.  Trust me we're getting very close to the 2019 character battle.  Probably another 2 sprite
comics, 3 tops.  I did not realize until a few days ago it's the 80th anniversary of the Wizard of Oz and also the 15th
anniversary of the Wizard of Schnoz.  With that being said I will be delaying the sequel to Genesis after a Schnoz
story after the character battle.  Woo!

October 9

The countdown to the 2019 Character battle continues. Who are the 32 chosen?  Stay tuned!
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September 23

A new ASSC Studios that begins the prelude to the Character Battle that will hopefully be over by the time I see
Terminator: Dark Fate.  See the "Genesis" arc in the earlier ASSC Studios: The Sprite Comics to see what I mean.
Had a semi-productive meeting with some returning staff members to ASSC.  Hopefully it will lead to the return of
some old features returning and for me to remember to ask Izzy to actually do something.  Oh yeah and don't forget
to check out @asscstudios on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.

September 2

Phew! And the predictive text generated Random Stupidity ends!  Finally!  Now we can move on to the character
battle build up and character battle.

August 13

Again this Random Stupidity took forever because this predictive text then ended up being weirder than I thought.
The good news is this comics gets us 93% of the way there!  Oh yeah and don't forget to check out @asscstudios on
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.  Especially Instagram right now because we've been doing this whole
#summerofnerdery thing since May.

July 23

We are officially at the 80% mark with the predictive text generated Random Stupidity arc of madness! Don't forget to
check out @asscstudios on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram!

ASSC Day (July 23)

Happy ASSC Day everyone!  Let's take a break from Random Stupidity to celebrate the 18th anniversary of ASSC
with this special ASSC Studios: The Sprite Comic. Be sure to check us out @asscstudios on Facebook, Twitter, and
Instgram where the latter this comic will be very late on because I forgot to post yesterday's comic to Instagram this
morning.  D'oh!

July 22

Happy Early ASSC Day!  My gift to you is the knowledge that at least we're over half way done with this Random
Stupidity predictive text generator madness.

July 15

According the document that the predictive text generator created this Random Stupidity should be the halfway point
for this insanity.  I hope...

Canada Day

Happy Canada Day everyone! Here's another super random and stupid Random Stupidity brought to you again by a
random text generator!  Plus hey it mentions Mounties so yay Canada?  Yeah I can't wait for this to end either.  Then
Character Battle.  Then Terminator Parody?  Need to follow up Genesis.  Oh hey and don't forget to follow
@asscstudios on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook. Ok catch you all next random and stupid update.
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June 12

Even for an arc that's been really strange because it was written by a predictive text generator...this one is pretty
strange.

June 6

The madness of the random stupidity Random Stupidity predictive text generated comics continues! Don't forget to
check out @asscustios on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter.  Especially Instagram this summer.

May 24

Ok not that I really did when I ran the ASSC Studios sprite comic through a text generator, but I have no idea what's
going on.   Of the 5 so far this Random Stupidity has really gone of the rails.  If it helps this madness is about 1/3
done.  In the meantime go check out @asscstudios on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram.  Oh and with 6 minutes left
of the day I am declaring May 24 to September 3 another Summer of Nerdery!  So you really want to stay tuned on
the Instagrams!

May 22

This one was hard to make believe it or not.  Apparently the random text generator decided to get wordy on me!

May 5

Oh...oops indeed!  I actually made part 3 of this Random Stupidity mess back on April 27 just forgot to upload it
because I had been avoiding Instagram to avoid Endgame spoilers.

April 26

Part two of this Random Stupidity Mess! Exclusive today here because I don't want to post the comic on social media
because I'm afraid of Endgame spoilers!

April 8

At least since the last character battle I've had the idea to run all the ASSC Studios: The Sprite Comics through a
predictive text generator.  As we all know there are [usually] no longer any scripts when it comes to [most] sprite
comics around here hence the lack of updates recently as I was re-writing out all of the past ASSC Studios Sprite
Comics.  I knew it was going to be a mess and though I have said there would be no more Random Stupidity arcs I
couldn't think of a better sprite comic to have this wonderful messy messness.  I'm unsure how long it would so uh,
good luck to us all.

Pi Day!
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What better day than Pi Day for some Random Stupidity?

February 28

New Trumped.  Not that Trump Card is based on a real person or president or anyone but if he
were, at what point do we say (*cough* remember *cough*) he's a crook an had to get the boot
from office.  Again, not that Trump Card is based on anyone or anything.

February 24

I got distracted with trying to get a shiny Meltan in Pokemon Go and Let's Go Pikachu but I got 3
now so here's a Trumped!  On a related note, Idaho get your act together and dump Risch!

February 7

Hey look at that, another new Trumped!  I swear I'll stop for a bit and switch to another comic
once I get to 26.

February 3

New Trumped!  Hope you all enjoyed your Soniceenmas!

January 25, 2019

Happy Soniceenmas! New Trumped!

January 11, 2019

Keeping up with that Trumped!

January 10, 2019

New Trumped.  Maybe I'll attempt to start updating data for the Election Center this weekend?
Maybe?

January 8, 2019

New Trumped.  Totally didn't watch the speech because I'm part of the 57% that doesn't want
the wall and the 42% that blames Trump....uh...Card for the shut down.  But hey check us out on
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram just search @asscstudios
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January 2, 2019

Really need to clean up the front page now that it's 2019 *ahem* new Trumped.  For the record
a president can't actually be impeached for a bad economy.  Not that Trump Card is based on
anyone specific or anything (because a certain someone likes to threaten legal action against
free press and speech and the First Amendment) but uh a certain politician let's just say "a"
president (maybe the quotes should be around the president) keeps saying that they can't be
impeached because their economy is good (even though it's not).  One could then infer that this
hypothetical politician is worried they will be impeached because the economy is bad because
they keep saying they can't be because it's so good.  Anywho stick around when coincidentally
Trumped might become Penced soon.
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